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Abstract 
AWS DataSync is a managed data transfer service that simplifies moving, copying, and 

synchronizing large amounts of data between on-premises storage systems and AWS 

storage services. DataSync accelerates and automates data transfer, removing the need 

to modify applications, develop scripts, or manage infrastructure. DataSync uses a 

purpose-built protocol to accelerate and secure data transfer at speeds up to 10 times 

faster than open-source tools. 

 

The AWS DataSync In-cloud Transfer Quick Start and Scheduler supports Network 

File System (NFS) on Amazon EC2 or Amazon Elastic File System (EFS) to EFS data 

transfer tasks. This quick start is an AWS CloudFormation template that creates 

DataSync resources and schedules data transfer tasks from an NFS or EFS source file 

system to an EFS destination file system. Source and destination file systems can be in 

the same or different Amazon VPCs or AWS regions. 
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Prerequisites 
The source and destination file systems must exist prior to launching the AWS 

CloudFormation template. 

 

This quick start supports the following location combinations. 

 

Source (From) Destination (To) 

NFS on Amazon EC2 Amazon EFS 

Amazon EFS Amazon EFS 

 

 

Environment and Architecture 
The AWS DataSync In-cloud Transfer Quick Start and Scheduler is an AWS 

CloudFormation template that must be launched in the AWS region where the source 

file system resides. A DataSync agent is deployed as an EC2 instance in the source 

region. This instance must have network access to the source NFS or EFS file system. 

The agent will self-activate in the destination region and setup DataSync locations in 

the destination region for the source and destination file systems.  A data transfer task, 

using the default task configuration settings (e.g. which attributes will transfers, 

verification task, etc.) is also created in the destination region. For more information on 

DataSync task configuration settings, please refer to the Working with Tasks section of 

the AWS DataSync User Guide1. DataSync does not support Amazon CloudFormation 

so all DataSync resources are created by a script run on the agent EC2 instance. This 

EC2 instance fulfills three main roles. First, it runs a script once to create DataSync 

resources in the destination AWS region. Second, it runs a script to start task executions 

triggered by an AWS System Manager Maintenance Window based on the cron 

expression schedule setup when launching the CloudFormation stack. And third, it is 

the DataSync agent transferring files from the source location to the destination location 

over a TLS 1.2 connection. Please refer to How AWS DataSync Works in the AWS 

DataSync User Guide.2  

 

There are many variables involved in determining how fast these transfers will perform. 

For example, transferring larger files will result in higher throughput while smaller files 

will yield slower throughput. Performance characteristics of the source or destination 

EFS file systems, i.e. bursting or provisioned throughput, general purpose or Max I/O 

performance modes, will also play a role in the overall transfer speed. Please refer to 

Amazon EFS Performance in the Amazon EFS User Guide.3 

 

  

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/datasync/latest/userguide/working-with-tasks.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/datasync/latest/userguide/how-datasync-works.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/efs/latest/ug/performance.html
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Below is a diagram of the quick start architecture. The numbered labels are mapped to 

input parameters in the Launching the Solution from CloudFormation section below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use cases 
The AWS DataSync In-cloud Transfer Quick Start and Scheduler can be used for a 

wide variety of use cases to transfer NFS file data from one file system to another. 

Below are a few examples. 

 

• Migrate an NFS file system from Amazon EC2 to Amazon EFS within the 

same AWS region 

• Replicate an NFS file system from Amazon EC2 in one AWS region to an 

Amazon EFS file system in a different AWS region for disaster recovery. 

• Migrate an Amazon EFS file system from EFS standard (no lifecycle 

management) to an EFS file system with lifecycle management enabled. 

File systems with lifecycle management enabled will automatically move 

files to a lower-cost Infrequent Access storage class (EFS IA) based on a 

predefined lifecycle policy. 

• Migrate an Amazon EFS file system from one performance mode to 

another performance mode within the same AWS region. 

Figure 1 
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• Replicate an Amazon EFS file system from one AWS region to another 

Amazon EFS file system in a different AWS region for disaster recovery. 

 

Resources created 
AWS DataSync resources can’t be created natively by AWS CloudFormation so a shell 

script is dynamically generated and executes AWS CLI commands, using 

CloudFormation parameter values, to create AWS DataSync resources in the destination 

region. This script is executed from the AWS agent EC2 instance. Below is a list of 

AWS resources created by the CloudFormation template and the shell script executed 

on the AWS DataSync agent. 

 

AWS Resources and scripts Description 

CloudFormation stack This CloudFormation template create a stack. 

 
EC2 Fleet An EC2 fleet of 1 instance is launched using the AWS 

DataSync agent AMI in the source subdirectory with the source 

security group id. 

EC2 Launch template A launch template that configures the AWS DataSync agent 

EC2 instance, including a userdata script that generates the 

scripts and logs referenced below. 

 
IAM Role (DataSync Agent instance) An IAM role associated with the instance profile attached to 

the AWS DataSync agent EC2 instance. This role allows the 

instance to generate the AWS DataSync resources in the 

destination region and run scripts using SSM. 

Instance profile An instance profile associated with the IAM role above and 

attached to the AWS DataSync agent EC2 instance. 

IAM Role (SSM Maint. Window) An IAM role associated with the scheduled SSM maintenance 

window that allows the SSM service to run maintenance 

window tasks. 

SSM Maintenance window An SSM maintenance window that runs according to the AWS 

CloudFormation cron schedule parameter. 

SSM Maintenance window task An SSM maintenance window task that runs an SSM document 

that runs the script to start the AWS DataSync task execution. 

SSM Maintenance window target An SSM maintenance window target that selects the AWS 

DataSync agent based on the EC2 fleet id. The maintenance 

window task runs against this instance. 

SSM Document An SSM document that runs a shell script on the DataSync 

agent EC2 instance that starts the AWS DataSync task 

execution. 
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AWS Resources and scripts Description 

DataSync Agent The EC2 instance created from the EC2 fleet above is based on 

the DataSync AMI. It runs in the source AWS region but self-

activates and registers in the destination region from a shell 

script below. 

DataSync Location This DataSync location references and points the task to the 

source DNS name and subdirectory of the NFS or EFS file 

system. It is created in the destination region from a shell script 

below. 

DataSync Location This DataSync location references and points the task to the 

destination EFS file system using its file system id. It is created 

in the destination region from a shell script below. 

DataSync Task The DataSync task is the data transfer task settings that 

transfers data from the source location to the destination 

location. It is created using the default task configuration 

settings in the destination region from a shell script below. 

 

The task settings use are: 

- Enable verification 

- Copy ownership 

- Copy permissions 

- Copy timestamps 

- Keep deleted files 

- Use available bandwidth 

 

These task settings can be changed at any time and can be 

overridden for individual task executions. 

 

For more information on configuring task settings, please refer 

to the Working with Tasks section of the AWS DataSync User 

Guide.4 

 

 

 

 

/tmp/functions_datasync.sh A shell script created on the AWS DataSync agent EC2 

instance that creates shell functions used to create AWS 

DataSync resources in the destination region. 

/tmp/create_datasync_resources.sh A shell script created on the AWS DataSync agent EC2 

instance that runs the shell functions to create AWS DataSync 

resources in the destination region.  

/tmp/start_datasync_task_execution.sh A shell script created on the AWS DataSync agent EC2 

instance that starts the AWS DataSync task execution in the 

destination region. 

/tmp/datasync_setup.log A log of the DataSync resources created by the shell script. 

/tmp/datasync_task_execution.log A log of the last DataSync task execution. 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/datasync/latest/userguide/working-with-tasks.html
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AWS Resources and scripts Description 

/tmp/delete_datasync_resources.sh A shell script used to delete all resources created by this quick 

start. 

 

 

Launching the Quick Start 
To better understand how the CloudFormation template and input parameters map to 

resources found in the quick start’s architecture, the parameters described below are 

labeled and mapped to resources and scripts found in the architecture diagram above, in 

the Environment and Architecture section. 

 

 

1. To use the AWS DataSync In-cloud Transfer Quick Start and Scheduler, 

open the CloudFormation Management Console and select the AWS 

region of the source file system (either NFS on EC2 or EFS). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can optionally launch the CloudFormation template from a command line 

using a parameter file. Links to these sample scripts are below: 

 

A CloudFormation parameter file. 

 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/solution-references/datasync/datasync_in-

cloud_transfer_quick_start_scheduler_parameter_file.json 

 

Shell script to launch the CloudFormation stack using a local parameter file and 

template from an Amazon S3 bucket. 

 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/solution-references/datasync/datasync_in-

cloud_transfer_quick_start_scheduler.sh 

 

2. Click Create stack. 

https://console.aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/home
https://s3.amazonaws.com/solution-references/datasync/datasync_in-cloud_transfer_quick_start_scheduler.sh
https://s3.amazonaws.com/solution-references/datasync/datasync_in-cloud_transfer_quick_start_scheduler.sh
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3. Copy the link below and paste it into the Amazon S3 URL field and click 

Next. 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/solution-references/datasync/datasync_in-

cloud_transfer_quick_start_scheduler.yaml 

 

4. Enter a stack name.  

5. Enter the parameters to configure the AWS DataSync agent that needs 

network access to the source file system. 

Parameter Description 

EC2 key pair Select an existing key pair. 

 

Instance type 

Select an existing. 

For tasks that will transfer up to 20 million files, select: 

- c5.4xlarge 

- m5.2xlarge 

- m5a.2xlarge 

For tasks that will transfer more than 20 million files, select: 

- c5.9xlarge 

- m5.4xlarge 

- m5a.4xlarge 

For more information on the hardware requirements for running 

the DataSync Agent, refer to the Requirements section of the 

AWS DataSync User Guide.5 

Source subnet id Select an existing subnet where the AWS DataSync agent will 

run. This subnet must have network access to the source file 

system and access to the DataSync endpoints. Refer to the AWS 

DataSync table in the AWS Regions and Endpoints section of the 

AWS General Reference guide.6 

 

Source security group id Select an existing security group id for the AWS DataSync EC2 

agent that has NFS (TCP 2049) access to the source file system. 

If the source is an EFS file system, see the Security 

Consideration for Mounting an Amazon EFS File System in the 

Amazon EFS User Guide.7 

 

6. Enter the parameters of the NFS source file system. 

Parameter Description 

Source NFS DNS name Enter the name of the source NFS file system (e.g. DNS name of 

the source EFS file system). 

 Source NFS subdirectory Enter the source subdirectory of the NFS file system you want to 

transfer (e.g. /). 

 

  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/solution-references/datasync/datasync_in-cloud_transfer_quick_start_scheduler.yaml
https://s3.amazonaws.com/solution-references/datasync/datasync_in-cloud_transfer_quick_start_scheduler.yaml
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/datasync/latest/userguide/requirements.html#hardware
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#datasync-region
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#datasync-region
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/efs/latest/ug/security-considerations.html#network-access
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/efs/latest/ug/security-considerations.html#network-access
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7. Enter the parameters of the EFS destination file system. 

Parameter Description 

Destination AWS region Select the AWS region of the destination EFS file system. 

 

Destination EFS file 

system id 

Enter the destination EFS file system id. 

Destination subnet id Enter the destination subnet id that has network access to the 

destination file system. 

Destination security group 

id 

Enter the security group id that has NFS (TCP 2049) access to 

the destination file system. 

Destination EFS 

subdirectory 

Enter the destination subdirectory of the EFS file system (e.g. /) 

 

8. Enter the parameters of the task execution schedule. 

Parameter Description 

Schedule of task run Enter the task execution schedule in cron format UTC time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cron expression examples Description 

30 23 1 7 ? 2019  Run once at 11:30pm UTC on July 1st, 2019 

 15 10 * * ? * Run at 10:15 am UTC every day 

0 18 ? * 2-6 * Run at 6:00 pm UTC every Monday thru Friday 

0/15 * * * ? * Run every 15 minutes 

0/30 8-18 ? * 2-6 * Run every 30 minutes Monday thru Friday between 8:00 

am and 6:00pm UTC 

 

9. Click Next. 

10. Click Next. 

11. Click the checkbox to acknowledge that AWS CloudFormation might 

create IAM resources. 
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12. Click Create stack. 

It may take 3-5 minutes for the stack to be created. 

 

Task maintenance 
An SSM Maintenance Window created in the source AWS region runs the task 

schedule. 

 

Verify or modify task schedule 

The task will start and run according to the cron schedule parameter entered when 

creating the CloudFormation stack. This schedule is associated with an SSM 

Maintenance Window in the source AWS region that runs an SSM Document which 

executes a shell script that calls the DataSync start-task-execution API that starts the 

task in the destination AWS region. 

 

To verify or modify the task schedule, review the SSM Maintenance Window. From the 

SSM Maintenance Window Console in the source AWS region, select the correct SSM 

Maintenance Window. The correct window is named “DataSync-Task-Execution-

[AWS_CloudFormation_Stack_Name]”.  

Click Edit and make the desired changes to the schedule.  

  

https://console.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/maintenance-windows/
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Click Save changes when done. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To modify the task schedule from the command line, go to the Outputs of the 

CloudFormation stack. Copy the value of the UpdateDataSyncTaskExecutionSchedule 

key and modify the “cron()” value with the desired cron expression. Execute the 

updated command in a terminal window. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disable task schedule 

To disable the task schedule from the SSM Management Console, select the appropriate 

maintenance window and click Actions > Disable Maintenance Window. 
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To disable the task schedule from the command line, go to the Outputs of the 

CloudFormation stack in the source AWS region. Copy the value of the 

DisableDataSyncTaskExecutionSchedule key and execute it in a terminal window. 

This will disable the SSM Maintenance Window so the task will not execute as 

scheduled. 

 

 

 

 

Enable task schedule 

To enable the task schedule from the SSM Management Console, select the appropriate 

maintenance window and click Action > Enable Maintenance Window. 

 

 
 

To enable the task schedule from the command line, go to the Outputs of the 

CloudFormation stack in the source AWS region. Copy the value of the 

EnableDataSyncTaskExecutionSchedule key and execute it in a terminal window. 

This will enable the SSM Maintenance Window so the task will execute as scheduled. 
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Review task executions 

AWS DataSync task executions can be reviewed from the AWS DataSync Management 

Console in the destination AWS region. Select Task > History and search by task id. 

 

 

Troubleshooting 

Setup log 

AWS DataSync resources (agent, source location, destination location, task) are created 

in the destination AWS region from a shell script that runs on the DataSync agent EC2 

instance in the source AWS region. All these operations are logged on the instance. This 

instance is created from the DataSync agent Amazon Machine Image (AMI) and there 

is no direct shell access. In order to access the setup log, go to the Outputs of the 

CloudFormation stack in the source AWS region. Copy the value of the 

ViewDataSyncSetupLog key and execute it in a terminal window. This will return the 

output of the setup log file (/tmp/datasync_setup.log) on the DataSync agent EC2 

instance. 

 

https://console.aws.amazon.com/datasync/
https://console.aws.amazon.com/datasync/
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The output should look something like this. 

 
2019-03-05T19:37:40.602 DataSync: Execute Creating datasync resources 

2019-03-05T19:37:40.604 DataSync: Execute Self-activating and creating agent in us-east-

2 for 34.228.162.182 

2019-03-05T19:37:45.444 DataSync: Success Agent created: arn:aws:datasync:us-east-2: 

123456789012:agent/agent-09a608d6e340c23b3 

2019-03-05T19:37:45.445 DataSync: Execute Creating source location(nfs) for fs-

79d44b99.efs.us-east-1.amazonaws.com 

2019-03-05T19:37:45.873 DataSync: Success Source location (nfs) created: 

arn:aws:datasync:us-east-2:123456789012:location/loc-02dd4f6d8cc69426d 

2019-03-05T19:37:45.875 DataSync: Execute Creating destination location(efs) for fs-

5549f52c 

2019-03-05T19:37:46.762 DataSync: Success Destination location (efs) created: 

arn:aws:datasync:us-east-2: 123456789012:location/loc-0f8c79ea0cd478078 

2019-03-05T19:37:46.764 DataSync: Execute Creating task between fs-79d44b99.efs.us-east-

1.amazonaws.com/ and fs-5549f52c/ 

2019-03-05T19:37:49.071 DataSync: Success Task created: arn:aws:datasync:us-east-2: 

123456789012:task/task-0da577876d3dc2d66 

2019-03-05T19:37:49.073 DataSync: Execute Updating /tmp/start_datasync_task_execution.sh 

with task arn 

2019-03-05T19:37:49.074 DataSync: Success Datasync task execution script 

/tmp/start_datasync_task_execution.sh updated with task arn 

2019-03-05T19:37:49.075 DataSync: Success Created datasync resources 

 

 

Task Execution log 

The AWS DataSync task is started using a shell script on the DataSync agent EC2 

instance which is executed by an SSM Document that is run based on an SSM 

Maintenance Window schedule. The shell script logs the most recent start task 

execution on the DataSync Agent EC2 instance. This instance is created from the 

DataSync agent Amazon Machine Image (AMI) and there is no direct shell access. In 

order to access the task execution log, go to the Outputs of the CloudFormation stack in 

the source AWS region. Copy the value of the ViewDataSyncTaskExecutionLog key 

and execute it in a terminal window. This will return the output of the task execution 

log file (/tmp/datasync_task_execution.log) on the DataSync agent EC2 instance. 
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The output should look something like this. 

 
2019-03-06T08:20:50.218 DataSync: Execute Starting /tmp/start_datasync_task_execution.sh 

2019-03-06T08:20:50.220 DataSync: Execute Running task execution function 

startDataSyncTaskExecution() 

2019-03-06T08:20:50.823 DataSync: Success Task executed arn:aws:datasync:us-east-

2:123456789012:task/task-0da577876d3dc2d66/execution/exec-0a587567368ce25e2 

2019-03-06T08:20:50.824 DataSync: Success Executed /tmp/start_datasync_task_execution.sh 

 

 

Deleting resources 
AWS DataSync resources can’t be created natively with AWS CloudFormation so non-

DataSync resources are created as a part of the CloudFormation stack while DataSync 

resources are created from a shell script on the DataSync agent EC2 instance. If you 

delete the CloudFormation stack it will only delete the non-DataSync resources and the 

DataSync resources will remain. In order to clean up all AWS resources created with 

this quick start, go to the Outputs of the CloudFormation stack in the source AWS 

region. Copy the value of the ViewDeleteDataSyncResourcesScript key and execute it 

in a terminal window. The output of this script will return commands that you copy, 

paste, and run in a terminal window to delete the resources. This will properly delete all 

DataSync resources, including the agent, source and destination locations (not the actual 

file systems but the DataSync locations for the file systems), task, and the 

CloudFormation stack. When the CloudFormation stack is deleted with this script, all 

non-DataSync resources created by the stack will be deleted as well. 

 

 
 

The output should look something like this. 

aws datasync delete-task --task-arn arn:aws:datasync:us-east-2:755558867027:task/task-

0b109d5ee32dc38e0 --region us-east-2 

aws datasync delete-location --location-arn arn:aws:datasync:us-east-

2:755558867027:location/loc-08111de0de3c27c29 --region us-east-2 

aws datasync delete-location --location-arn arn:aws:datasync:us-east-

2:755558867027:location/loc-0a742c91224053674 --region us-east-2 

aws datasync delete-agent --agent-arn arn:aws:datasync:us-east-

2:755558867027:agent/agent-08765fc41d7dd6453 --region us-east-2 

aws cloudformation delete-stack --stack-name datasync-task-scheduler-AA9411 --region us-

east-1 
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Further Reading 
For additional information, see the following: 

• AWS DataSync User Guide8  

• Amazon EFS User Guide9 
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Document Revisions 

Date Description 

March 29, 2019 First publication 

April 13, 2019 Added support to allow the source subnet, which hosts the DataSync in-cloud 

agent, to be a private subnet. The source subnet must still have network access to 

the DataSync endpoints. The requirement to automatically assign an IPv4 address 

to the DataSync in-cloud agent was removed as well as the requirement of the 

source security group to allow inbound HTTP (TCP 80) access from the Internet 

(0.0.0.0/0) for activation. 
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